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DM Headlines 

• Limit-Down Trading in U.S. Stock Futures Points to Rough Open 

Saudi Arabia ignites price war in oil with output increase 

Virus cases mount in America with death toll rising globally 

• Saudis Plan Big Oil Output Hike, Beginning All-Out Price War 

Riyadh reduces the costs of its crude well below Russian oil 

Oil market braces for what hedge funds call a 'nasty' period 

• Nations Seek to Ease Economic Hit; Markets Roiled: Virus Update 

Global fatalities from the coronavirus reached 3,800 as infections spread to about half of the 

world’s countries. 

• Wall Street Worries About Risk Running Amok With Traders at Home 

With traders dispersed, banks more hesitant to take on risk 

Some signs of market turbulence are already emerging 

• A key gauge of banking-sector risk, known as the FRA/OIS spread, soared to its highest level 

in almost two years, while dollar swap spreads widened, suggesting stresses in U.S. markets 

are becoming increasingly severe 

• Panic Selling, Algo Frenzy Convulse Currencies After Oil Shock 

Algorithmic machines sold Aussie, kiwi in hunt for liquidity 

Price war among oil exporters adds to virus shock in markets 

• Trump's Aides Drafting Economic Measures to Combat Virus Fallout 

Proposals being debated include expansion of paid sick leave 

Package hasn't been presented to Trump, and timing is unclear 

• Pimco's Fels Says Worst Is to Come With Recession Forecast  

U.S., Europe have 'distinct possibility' of first-half slumps 

Second-half recovery may be hurt by 'cracks' in credit cycle 

• Fed Seen Cutting Rates by 50bp in March, QE Coming: Cantor 

 

 

• *BANK OF FRANCE CUTS 1Q GDP EST. TO 0.1% V 0.3% ON VIRUS IMPACT 

• European Stock Index Futures Plunge on Virus, Oil Crisis  

Futures for Euro Stoxx 50 index tumble as much as 10% 

Italian shares at edge of bear market as country fights virus 

• Shoot Now and Risk Firing Blanks: Lagarde's Virus Dilemma at ECB 

ECB Governing Council due to announce policy decision Thursday 

Investors expect a 10bp rate cut, even if it won't help much 

• Italy's Drastic Containment Rules Spark Enforcement Doubts  

Prime Minister Conte announced draconian decree late Sunday 

Rules include near-total travel ban for a quarter of Italians 

• Le Maire Calls for EU Stimulus Plan as Coronavirus Hits Growth 

• German Industry Raised Output Before Virus Stalled Recovery  

Production rose 3% in January on manufacturing, construction 

Ministry says coronavirus overshadows beginning stabilization 

• Germany Boosts Investment to Protect Economy From Virus Hit  

Merkel's coalition to invest 12.4 billion euros until 2024 

Aid for furloughed workers to be expanded until end of 2020 

 



• Johnson Announces $6.5 Billion Boost for U.K. Broadband Service 

Prime Minister on a mission to 'level up' underserved regions 

New funding to be part of Budget deal coming Wednesday 

• Reuters Business: Sunak says in touch with Bank of England governor over coronavirus 

response https://t.co/n6cEG5m4Bo 

• 'Baptism of Fire' Awaits New Guardians of British Economy  

Sunak, Bailey inherit biggest economic threat for a decade 

Options could include coordinated fiscal and monetary easing 

• Sunak Signals Huge Response to Virus Crisis in U.K. Budget  

Borrowing costs are 'very low,' says new chancellor Sunak 

Sunak repeatedly refuses to rule out breaking fiscal rules 

•  

 

• QE Coming Soon in Australia Say Investors Bracing for Action 

RBA could start quantitative easing measures mid-year: Nomura 

Nikko Asset is long semis, Kapstream favors short-dated bonds 

• Australia May Spend Up to $6.6 Billion to Ease Virus Impact  

• The yield on Australia’s 3-year note is up 2bps at 0.38% after earlier reaching an all-time low 

of 0.32%; 10-year yields slumped to 0.55% before recovering to be 6bps lower at 0.62% 

• Nation's economy is headed for its first recession since 1991, according to Bloomberg 

Economics' James McIntyre, who forecasts GDP to fall 0.4 percentage point in 1Q and 0.3 in 

2Q 

 

 

• Japan’s Sharper Economic Slide Fuels Fears Over Virus Slump  

Revised data showed Japan’s gross domestic product shrank faster than first thought in the 

last quarter, contracting at an annualized pace of 7.1% as a tax hike walloped consumption 

amid a global slowdown, and businesses cut capital spending at the fastest pace since the 

global financial crisis. 

• Japan 4Q GDP SA annilaised -7.1% q/q vs est. -6.6% 

• Japan Jan. BoP current account surplus adjusted JPY1,626.8b vs est. JPY1,664.1b 

• JGB futures closed regular day 68 ticks higher at 155.32 after reaching a record high of 

155.61 earlier 

• Benchmark 10-year cash bond yield falls 1bp to minus 0.155% after touching minus 0.2% for 

the first time since Oct. 10 

• Kuroda Says BOJ Will Take Appropriate Action Without Hesitation 

• Japan to Offer Interest-Free Loans to Small Companies, Abe Says 

  

https://t.co/n6cEG5m4Bo


EM Headlines 

• China's Exports Slump as Coronavirus Forces Shutdowns  

Exports drop more than imports in first two months of 2020 

Trade surplus with the U.S. shrinks 40% from same time in 2019 

• *CHINA JAN.-FEB. EXPORTS -17.2% Y/Y IN USD TERMS; EST. -16.2% 

• *CHINA JAN.-FEB. IMPORTS -4.0% Y/Y IN USD TERMS; EST. -16.1% 

• *CHINA JAN.-FEB. TRADE BALANCE -$7.09 BLN; EST. $38.85 BLN 

• World Economy Watches and Waits for China's Great Reboot 

Much depends on the growth targets Beijing pursues this year 

Fear of a virus relapse will guide the overall policy response 

• U.S. Shows China Patience on Purchases If Trade Gap Doesn't Grow 

Trump officials said to tie flexibility to export constraints 

A widening trade deficit would run counter to Trump's goal 

• South Korea's Virus Outbreak May Be Slowing, Officials Say  

The number of new coronavirus cases 'a little bit stagnant' 

South Korea has tested almost 200,000 suspected virus cases 

• S. Korean Authorities Say One-Sided FX Movement Excessive 

• Indian Bonds to Extend Rally on Prospect of Lower CPI, Rate Cuts 

Central bank is determined to support lending in the economy 

Benchmark 10-year yield has dropped 60 bps since mid-December 

• Biggest Rescue of India Bank to Deepen Lenders' Funding Woes  

Move to write down Yes Bank's AT1 bonds raises concerns 

RBI's decision may hurt credit growth in a slowing economy 

• Bank Indonesia Intensifies Market Intervention Amid Sell-off  

Country's stock market poised to enter bear market on turmoil 

Bank Indonesia to coordinate with government, Warjiyo says 

 

 

• Brazil Central Bank Steps Up Support for World's Worst Currency 

Policy makers announce dollar spot auction for Monday 

Real is down 13% this year, the worst performance in the world 

• Brazil Reports More Confirmed Coronavirus Cases, Ministry Says 

Brazil has 25 confirmed cases of the Covid-19 virus, the nation’s Health Ministry said. 

• Economy Minister Paulo Guedes said that he expects GDP growth of 2% this year versus 

official ministry projection of 2.4%; he said that, in the worst case scenario, the coronavirus 

outbreak will knock 0.5% off growth 

• Biweekly Citibanamex survey of economists released Thursday shows consensus shifting to a 

50bps rate cut in March vs. 25bps in previous poll; policy rate is now seen ending 2020 at 

6.00% vs. 6.38% prior 

• Mexico Confirms 6th Coronavirus Case, Health Official Says 

• Mexican Peso Leads EM Losses, Lowest in More Than a Year 

Peso is Friday's worst performer out of 24 EMFX tracked by Bloomberg; currency breached 

20 per dollar level during Asia session and briefly weakened past 2019 low at 20.2580/USD 

in New York morning trading 

• Colombia’s First Coronavirus Case is a 19-Year Old Woman  

 



 

  



• Lebanon to Default on $1.2 Billion Payment, Seek Restructuring 

Lebanon to begin debt restructuring talks, economic overhaul 

Middle Eastern country has one of world's highest debt loads 

• Oil Crashes 31% in Worst Loss Since 1991 After Price War Erupts 

Saudi Arabia makes deepest price cuts in at least 20 years 

Collapse of OPEC+ alliance triggers crude supply free-for-all 

• Oil Stokes Risks in 'Close-Your-Eyes-and-Sell' Emerging Markets 

Mexican peso, South African rand slide more than 7% on Monday 

Oil markets slump more than 30%, Asian stocks tumble 

• Poland Reports 3 New Coronavirus Cases, Bringing Total to 11 

• Poland May Delay Election if Coronavirus Prompts Lockdowns: DGP 

• Poland Dares Europe to Take Action Over Its Purge of Judges 

The European Union’s top court is considering sanctions while the government in Warsaw 

says it’s ready to ignore any ruling. 

• Hungary's Statistics Office reports industrial production rose 2.7% y/y in January after -3.6% 

y/y in December. Industrial production rose 4.6% m/m in January after -3.7% m/m in 

December 

• South Africa’s rand tumbled through 17 per dollar for the first time since January 2016 and 

bonds retreated as global oil prices crashed and fears over the coronavirus battered risk-

appetite. 

• Chaotic Start to Week for Emerging Markets as Peso, Rand Tumble 

'Mantra now is take any risk off the table,' Monex's Soma says 

EM outflows have surpassed those of financial crisis: IIF 

• Putin Dumps MBS to Start a War on America's Shale Oil Industry 

Russia's refusal to budge shocked markets and ministers alike 

Saudi prince warned other ministers they would regret decision 

• Oil Crash Sends Ruble to 5-Year Low in Offshore Trade 

The Russian currency slides by 7.6% against the dollar in offshore trading, its largest decline 

since 2015, after the disintegration of the OPEC+ alliance triggered an all-out oil-price war 

between Saudi Arabia and Russia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



TD Rates Comment 

US Rates Commentary: 

 

-  Asia took a breather today, reassessing portfolios and making sense of what we just witnessed. 

Clients active but in much smaller size as they take stock. Curve keeps steepening bias, 2s10s to 36.5, 

+1.2bps vs late day NY. Liquidity is horrific. All machines picking us apart. Not fun at all. Flow wise, 

buying of back end as Asia resumes the search for yield while starting to see some selling in 1-2yr 

sector, after recent bull steepening power move. We'd expect this search for yield to continue as 

cash hits markets, but maybe after NFP and next week's auctions. Several client questions regarding 

when to buy 10s, so there is interest and cash waiting. JGBs whipsawed after weak 30yr auction, 

their curve steeper, 30s +3bps on session. Weak tone to SPs but after session like yesterday, tough 

to make real read. They are -18pts. 

Bloomberg UST Comment 

USTs Surge, Long-End Yields Sink Amid Liquidity, Funding Angst 

By Edward Bolingbroke 

(Bloomberg) --  

Treasuries aggressively bull flattened as funding market stresses took center-stage amid early 
FRS/OIS blow-out, against a backdrop of heightened logistical risk with Wall Street considering vast 
swarm of contingency plans, should the virus outbreak widen. Participants shrugged off a strong 
February jobs report as yields ended close to richest levels of the session. 

• Yields were lower by 11bp to 31bp acrosss the curve with long-end-led gains flattening 
2s10s, 5s30s by 9.2bp and 21.5bp; 10-year yields ended around 0.71%, richer by 20.5bp on 
the day after dropping as low as 0.657%, fresh record low 

o 30-year yields dropped as low as 1.193% before edging back over 1.20% level by 
cash settlement 

• Swap spreads aggressively widened across the curve, led by front-end of the curve which 
topped at widest levels in over a year as funding concerns crept into front-end spreads 

o FRA/OIS ended off highest levels of the session but still almost 10bp wider vs. 
Thursday’s close; widening of FRA/OIS spread fed through to a number of other risk 
indicators, including IG default swaps which surged 

• Eurodollars were choppy over the session surging over 10bp at one point before closing 
around 1bp to 8bp higher in bull flattening move from whites out to blues 

o OIS priced around 50bp of rate cuts into March FOMC meeting with 75bp of cuts 
priced in by June meeting 

• Market shrugged off strong February jobs report in another sign that market participants 
were more focused on funding stresses; nonfarm payrolls rose more than forecast and 
January was revised upward 

  



Bloomberg Asia Comment 

Treasuries Surge as Oil Market Meltdown Ignites Further Rally 

By Stephen Spratt 

(Bloomberg) --  

Global bond rally extends. With rate cuts to lower bound priced everywhere, panic-driven yield grab 
drives bull flattening. Treasury 10-year yield drops 24bps. Futures volumes 200% of normal. Fed cut 
pricing firms. Aussie bonds, JGBs rally. 

• The trigger on Monday was the over 30% drop in crude futures, as a full-blown oil price war 
breaks out after talks between OPEC and Russia fell apart. S&P E-minis drop 5% to hit offer 
limit, which will remain the cap until cash opens 

• Treasury futures surged from the open, 10-year triggered circuit breakers interrupting 
trading briefly after climbing 2 points 

o 10-year cash yield fell over 24bps to below 50bps, a four sigma move. 30-year yield 
drops 32bps bringing the entire curve inside of 1% for first time ever 

• Volumes in futures 200% of normal, liquidity is poor which may be exacerbating moves, 
according to a trader in Asia. 1-month 25-delta call/put skew shows calls richest on record, 
according to data going back to 2008 

• Fed cut pricing firms with 75bps now priced for this month’s meeting before a return to 0% 
lower bound in coming months 

• Funding stresses continue to manifest. USD FRA/OIS wider by 3.5bps, Aussie bill/OIS also 
knocked wider from the open, JPY 3-month basis wider by 5bps 

• Brief flash crash in the Australian dollar, which tumbled almost 5%, sent risk-off shudders 
through markets, briefly lifting Treasuries, though 5% offer limit in S&P helps risk to stabilize 

• Large bull flattening rally seen in JGBs with 40-year falling 9bps to trade inside of 25bps. 
Aussie, N.Z. bond yields hit record lows as curves aggressively bull flattens 

 

 

  



Bloomberg Europe Daybook 

FX/RATES DAYBOOK EUROPE: Yen, USTs Surge as Oil Prices Tumble 

By David Finnerty 

(Bloomberg) --  

Safe haven yen, Swiss franc and Treasuries all soared as S&P futures reached limit down, in response 
to oil prices falling to its lowest level since 2016 after crude producers launched a price 
war. Treasury yields tumbled, with the entire curve trading below 1% for the first time in history. 

TODAY 

• Germany industrial production and trade balance 
• Eurozone Sentix investor confidence 
• ECB’s Rehn speaks 

OVERNIGHT TRADING SESSIONS 

• USD/JPY falls 2.7%, after declining as much as 3.6% to 101.57. USD/JPY bids for real-money 
accounts based in Tokyo are being left with Japanese banks under 101.70, according to an 
Asia-based FX trader. Australian and New Zealand dollars plunged ~5% against the 
greenback, before partially paring losses, as programmed algorithmic selling across multiple 
bank platforms hit small bids in a hunt for liquidity, according to Asia-based FX traders 

• USD/CAD rose as much as 2.6% while USD/NOK gained as much as 4.7% after oil tumbled. 
USD/MXN is down 5.4% while USD/ZAR drops 3.5%. EUR/USD advances for third day, up 
1.2%, after briefly flirting with 1.15, while GBP/USD rises for fifth day but is unable to hold 
above 1.31. Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index edges up 0.1% as it tries to snap its two day loosing 
streak 

• Treasuries surge across the curve with U.S. 2-year yield dropping 18bps to 0.32%, 10-year 
yields down 25bps to 0.51%, while 30-year yields tumble 32 bps to 0.96% 

TOP OVERNIGHT NEWS 

• Panic reigned in currency markets as orders from traders and algorithmic machines 
snowballed to spur some of the biggest moves since the global financial crisis 

• Euro Stoxx 50 futures dropped more than 4% early on Monday amid mounting worries over 
the spread of the coronavirus in Europe and after Italy announced drastic measures 
including a near-complete travel ban for about a quarter of Italians as the number of cases in 
the country soared 

• Oil markets crashed more than 30% after the disintegration of the OPEC+ alliance triggered 
an all-out price war between Saudi Arabia and Russia that is likely to have sweeping political 
and economic consequences 

• The Trump administration is drafting measures to blunt the economic fallout from 
coronavirus and help slow its spread in the U.S., including a temporary expansion of paid sick 
leave and possible help for companies facing disruption from the outbreak, according to 
three people familiar with the matter 

• The coronavirus has spread to about half of the world’s countries, with global fatalities 
reaching 3,800 and infections in Italy eclipsing those in South Korea. Italy introduced far-
reaching measures to contain the outbreak, though it remained unclear how strictly they 



would be enforced. The U.S. is asking Americans to avoid cruise ships as it prepares to move 
more than 3,000 passengers and crew off the Grand Princess vessel 

• Gold rallied above $1,700 an ounce as a concerted global rush into havens intensified, with 
the upswing driven by turmoil in the oil market, the spread of the coronavirus, sinking 
equities, and expectations of easier monetary policy as recession risks loom ever larger 

• Japan’s economy contracted last quarter more than initially estimated, underscoring its 
vulnerability even before the coronavirus threatened to push the country into recession. 

• Boris Johnson will announce a 5 billion pound ($6.5 billion) investment in the U.K.’s next 
generation broadband internet services as he seeks to ensure that remote parts of the 
country can benefit 

KEY VIEWS 

• Here’s What Investors See in an Oil Crash Amid a Virus Outbreak 
• USD/JPY Lacks Technical Support Amid Volatilty: Gaitame.com 

ECONOMIC DATA RELEASED 

• Japan 4Q GDP SA annilaised -7.1% q/q vs est. -6.6% 
• Japan Jan. BoP current account surplus adjusted JPY1,626.8b vs est. JPY1,664.1b 

ECONOMIC DATA (All times CET): 

• 7:45am: (SZ) Feb. Unemployment Rate SA, est. 2.3%, prior 2.3% 
• 7:45am: (SZ) Feb. Unemployment Rate, est. 2.55%, prior 2.6% 
• 8am: (GE) Jan. Trade Balance, est. 15.3b, prior 15.2b 
• 8am: (GE) Jan. Current Account Balance, prior 29.4b 
• 8am: (GE) Jan. Exports SA MoM, est. 0.9%, prior 0.1% 
• 8am: (GE) Jan. Imports SA MoM, est. 0.5%, prior -0.7% 
• 8am: (GE) Jan. Industrial Production SA MoM, est. 1.7%, prior -3.5% 
• 8am: (GE) Jan. Industrial Production WDA YoY, est. -3.85%, prior -6.8% 
• 8:30am: (FR) Feb. Bank of France Ind. Sentiment, est. 95, prior 96 
• 8:30am: (SW) SEB Swedish Housing-Price Indicator 
• 9:30am: (SW) 4Q Current Account Balance, prior 68.8b 
• 10:30am: (EC) March Sentix Investor Confidence, est. -11.3, prior 5.2 

CENTRAL BANKS (All times CET): 

• 10am: (SZ) Domestic Sight Deposits CHF, prior 502.2b 
• 10am: (SZ) Total Sight Deposits CHF, prior 595.8b 
• 10am: (FI) ECB’s Rehn Speaks at University of Tampere, Finland 

BOND SALES/PURCHASES (All times CET): 

• For corporate bonds, see New Issue Monitor 
• 2:50pm: France to Sell 350-day Bills 
• 2:50pm: France to Sell 91-day Bills 
• 2:50pm: France to Sell 140-day Bills 

  



Bloomberg EM Daybook 

EM Day Ahead: Lebanon Payment Due; Taiwan Exports; Mexico CPI 

By Lilian Karunungan and Bloomberg Automation 

(Bloomberg) --  

As if emerging markets aren’t already suffering from an overdose of bad news in the form of sliding 
oil prices and the coronavirus: Lebanon faces a potential debt default on Monday. 

Elsewhere, Taiwan is scheduled to report trade data, which will give an insight on the impact of the 
coronavirus on the island’s economy and the spillover from mainland China’s supply chain. The 
government in February lowered its estimate for full-year growth to 2.37%. 

Mexico will publish February inflation data, with economists predicting consumer-price gains 
quickened to the fastest in seven months. That may make it more difficult for policy makers to 
respond to the contractionary impact of sliding oil prices. 

NOTE: All events for Monday March 9, local time, unless stated otherwise. 

KEY DATA IN EMERGING MARKETS: 

Data Period Estimate Prior 

Taiwan Exports YoY Feb. 3% -7.6% 

Taiwan Trade Balance Feb. $4.43b $3.46b 

Czech Republic International Reserves Feb. no est. $148.2b 

Brazil FGV CPI IPC-S March 7 no est. -0.01% 

Brazil FGV Inflation IGP-DI MoM Feb. -0.10% 0.09% 

Chile Copper Exports Feb. no est. $2716m 

Chile Trade Balance Feb. no est. $1214m 

Mexico Bi-Weekly CPI Feb. 29 0.23% 0.12% 

Mexico CPI YoY Feb. 3.58% 3.24% 

Brazil Trade Balance Weekly March 8 no est. $520m 

STORIES ON EM: 

• Oil Drops 31% in Worst Loss Since Gulf War as Price Fight Erupts 
• Won, Ringgit Lead Drop in EM FX as Oil Prices Fall: Inside Asia 
• Lebanon to Default on $1.2 Billion Payment, Seek Restructuring 
• Oil Stokes Risks in ‘Close-Your-Eyes-and-Sell’ Emerging Markets 
• U.S. Shows China Patience on Purchases If Trade Gap Doesn’t Grow 
• Fired Manager at Biggest Africa Fund Says He Was Scapegoated 
• Hedge Fund Surges 77% as Short Bet on Virus Plunge Pays Off (1) 
• Indian Bonds to Extend Rally on Prospect of Lower CPI, Rate Cuts 
• Risks Stack Up for Philippine Central Bank Chief in Second Year 



Market Levels 

 

Yield Curves 10Y Bond Yields Currencies

Level COD Level COD Level COD

US 2Y 0.3022 -0.2040 Australia 0.6110 -0.0645 EUR 1.1429 +1.29%

US 5Y 0.3774 -0.2319 China 2.5350 -0.0869 GBP 1.3185 +1.05%

US 10Y 0.4365 -0.3258 Japan -0.1710 -0.0350 JPY 102.21 +3.11%

US 30Y 0.8569 -0.4305 DXY 94.894 -1.10%

Indonesia 7.0522 +0.3262 JPM EM 56.802 -1.92%

GER 2Y -0.9020 -0.0450 India 6.0140 -0.1692

GER 5Y -0.9060 -0.0450 CNH 6.9441 -0.17%

GER 10Y -0.8160 -0.1060 Russia 6.4200 +0.3450 AUD 0.6551 -1.28%

GER 30Y -0.5040 -0.2190 South Africa 9.1545 +0.1345 NZD 0.6273 -1.21%

Turkey #N/A N/A

UK 2Y -0.0080 -0.1150 BRL 4.6274 -0.23%

UK 5Y 0.0240 -0.1060 Czech 1.1304 -0.0007 MXN 21.6482 -7.10%

UK 10Y 0.1250 -0.1110 Hungary 1.8201 -0.0701 ARS 62.477 -0.09%

UK 30Y 0.5170 -0.1570 Poland 1.6345 -0.0004 COP 3586.14 -1.79%

RUB 68.566 -1.36%

Brazil 6.7510 +0.0179 ZAR 16.1568 -2.96%

Mexico 6.3659 +0.0046 TRY 6.1315 -0.65%

Colombia 5.8375 +0.0560 IDR 14443 -1.08%

INR 74.1035 -0.05%

KRW 1202.65 -1.15%

SGD 1.3845 -0.43%

HUF 294.9 +0.64%

CZK 22.3079 +0.86%

PLN 3.7758 +0.87%

RON 4.2115 +1.20%


